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We are the only test prep company that guarantees…

… you will not see any questions on your FAA Written Exam that
were not in our prep, or your money back!

… you will score 90% or better on your ATP/ATH or Flight Engineer
test with our prep, or your money back!

… 24 hour-a-day personal, U.S-based telephone technical support!
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You will only study the questions that can show up on the test…

… Why study 1800+ questions for ATP when only 1000 can show up
on the test?

… Why study over 1000 questions for the Mil Comp to Flight
Instructor test (MCI) when less than half that many are used?
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Features: The course software database is kept up-to-date 24-hours a day,
even with the rapid pace of FAA changes, so it doesn't get old while you're
studying. You don’t need an internet connection to study. You can study as
many hours as you want until you take the test (limited to one year). Our
study strategy and software features guarantee you the least total study time
and the best possible score (our subscribers score 10% above the national
averages).
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Prices:

Prices:

ATP / ATH - $85.00
MCA / MCH - $40.00
MCI (both helo and fixed-wing) - $55
Flight Engineer (FEX) - $85
FOI - $35 FIA / FRH - $45 FII / FIH - $45
CAX / CRH - $45 IRA / IRH - $45
ADX - $85 Interview Prep - $45.00
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Compatible Computers:
PCs with Windows VISTA or later
Macs with OS 10.10.5 or later
Any iPad with IOS 8.0 or later
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Learn more about our guarantees, our technical support, and
read customer feedback at www.SheppardAir.com; ask your
friends what they've heard about us.
Fly Safe.
Cheers! -SA
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